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What is it? 
Curation tools are web-based software that allow users to aggregate or curate resources in a variety 
of formats in order to form a collection that can be shared with readers through social media or RSS 
feeds. Not to be confused with the profession of curator in a museum, the current use of the term 
does build on that idea of attending to a collection, but of web content. Some content curators 
specifcally collect news on a topic, while others collect images, blog posts, videos, or a 
combination of content. Some familiar content curation tools are Pinterest, Scoop.it, Storify, Feedly, 
and Paper.li. 

Approaches to Teaching and Learning 

Resources and Examples 

“7 Things You Should Know About Social Content Curation” (PDF) 

From Learni.st: Helping Students Avoid Plagiarism 

From Storify: Curation and Plagiarism 

From Scoop.it: Infotention scooped by Howard Rheingold 

What does it look like in practice? 

Users can collect content in several ways. Most tools have browser add-ons or bookmarklets that 
allow users to collect content that goes into their collections as they are browsing the web, often 
resulting in eclectic collections. A few tools require users to choose general topics or news services 
without a granular level of selection, with the resulting collections being of general news quality. 
Other tools allow you to collect information from RSS feeds of blogs and websites for more specifc 
content that updates automatically. 

How does such a method ft into my course? 
● Individuals or small groups are assigned to collect news and information on a course topic, 

reporting to the class regularly, and creating a fnal report at the end of the course. 
● As a pre-writing task for a course research paper, students collect sources with a curation tool 

for evaluating sources and for increasing knowledge about the topic. 
● Using a tool like Storify or Learni.st, students create a timeline or digital story on a topic, writing 

text of varying length between the resources to turn it into a coherent presentation. 
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http://net.educause.edu/ir/library/pdf/ELI7089.pdf
https://learni.st/users/maggiemessitt/boards/17689-helping-students-avoid-plagiarism
https://storify.com/DrPittman/curation-and-plagiarism
http://www.scoop.it/t/infotention
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